
Biblical Sexuality | Sexual Identity
By Jordan Biel

Books Read for Prep:
Dr Michael Brown’s
Holy Sexuality
In His Image
Videos from that guy at Bethel -saved from Homosexual lifestyle
Andrew Wilsons video I saw a year ago - find it
This Discipleship will take place in 4 ways/ Methods

● 30 Minute YouTube Video - hard-hitting carefully through-through video professionally done at Cortland Campus - by Michele. *give her my SOF track I made last
month for intro music

● 3 60 second clips from the 30 min video for IG and FB posted to social on June 1st, June 8 then again June 16th (bc PRIDE Month is June 1st and the world will
be buzzing about it)

● 5 Weeks of 1 hour teaching on Wed Nights starting fall of 2023 titled carefully: Sexual Identity, What To Say When You Don’t What To Say
● Live Debate with __________________ (possible - this is in idea phase - above 3 are not ideas, they are plans)

WELCOME
Some of the topics may be disturbing. If you get disturbed just politely exit and someone will
go with you and pray with you and ask God to bring you healing or the person who may have
experienced sexual trauma - praying that God will bring healing and restoration to your mind.

I am recording the class because some peopel asked me to put it on our podcast bc they
couldn’t make it SO… wait till the end and i’ll shut my camera off before sharing any stories that
you want to remain private and sealed in this room.

This is a safe place. You can be real and honest and we will love you and you will be accepted
as a child of GOD no matter what you’ve experienced or things you’ve prior believed!

INTRODUCTION

Sex itself is a gift from God given to couples meant to be enjoyed in the confines and covenant
of marriage.

Sex replicates the image of God on the earth. We’ll talk more about that in a moment.

Sexuality is at the very CORE of who we are as individuals. This is why Satan, the enemy of
God, is attacking it so intensely. He wants to attack your identity! He wants you to question who
you really are and question if God messed up.

Someone turn to John 10:9

HUMANS are God’s IMAGE-BEARERS, His “Special Creation”
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To actually understand ourselves and how we are to live in this world, we must first
understand who our Maker is. After all, we are made in His image. Our sexuality is at
the CORE of who we are. When satan attacks that - he attacks US at our CORE and
causes us to question our identity and value.

Satan aims to STEAL KILL and DESTROY the abundant life God wants you to
experience according to John 10:9-10

Someone read that please

For now, understand what the Bible reveals about God. God is an incredible artist!

Creation reveals the mastery of our GOD as a Designer, Artist, Architect!

Think about Masslow’s law of human needs. If you haven’t seen it, I’ll display it here.
My wife and I learned a lot about this in our classes for foster care training. It’s

remarkable to me that our instructor told us that very few people every get to the ‘self
actualization’ part in their life. Those who are victims of abuse are worried about their
physical safety. Everything else, of course, becomes a lower priority. Those who are
hungry and having a hard time affording groceries are worried about their physical need
to eat and feed their children. This leaves them in “survival mode” and unable to dream
about what could be in their future. When we’re in survival mode, it’s hard to imagine a
life of incredible fulfillment, wonder and happiness. What’s remarkable to me is that
Spirit-filled Christians who’ve embraced their true identity do live in what Masslow calls
“self-actualization” I don’t mean that in the self-centered way but rather in the way he
describes this sort of individual.
This individual is truly full of joy because they understand their purpose. This person is

full of happiness because they know why they’re alive. Do you know why you’re alive!
You’re alive to enjoy God.
You’re alive to bring honor to God.
You’re alive to carry out God’s mission - revealing His image to others.

Sex, as a gift from God meant to be enjoyed in marriage, enables multiplication,
the very FIRST COMMANDMENT of the Bible! Be fruitful and multiply. The LGBTQ
movement says “NO” to that command and drives the wedge between created
and Creator as far as possible. It’s man’s ultimate way of saying “I am
autonomous and I dont need You” to God.
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To be human means to be a work of art enjoying the Artist at work (God) To be
human means to worship the One who made all things and gives life and breath, beauty
and purpose. To be human means to extend God’s image,
revealing His goodness to others. Think about the creative genius of
God. He didn’t create humans like animals. He gave us the ability to create the future, to
imagine, to dream, to build and to bear His image. We are not animals! This is why it’s
an incredibly progressive anti-God person that will champion the cause of animal
welfare yet also demand “women have the right to kill their babies!’
This is a statement that can only come form someone who doesn’t understand the

intrinsic worth of a human life. The Bible teaches us that infant being formed in her
mother’s womb, no matter how it was initiated, is a human life - a life that bears God’s
image
“When we don’t first see God as Creator, we don’t realize our need to

submit to Him.”
I wonder how many Christians would
We serve a triune God. Our God is three-in-one. Each are in perfect submission one

to another. They and don’t have to get each other’s permission to do something or think
something or go somewhere. Ironically there is a submission that takes place though.
The Son, Jesus, is submitted to the Father. The Spirit is always pointing attention to
Jesus and the Father is also saying “look at My Son!” The Son is the visual
representation of Father God. Jesus tells us what God is like.

When we understand that that God is triune, it’s a foundation upon which we can build
for the rest of the book in our aim to understand who God is and who we are.
We are made in God’s image! Jesus breathed and spoke the earth into existence the

Bible tells us that the Spirit of God - whom I’ll call in this book The Artist - was hovering
over the chaos before it came into perfection and formation. It’s almost as if the Spirit
was thinking and imaging “what could I do with this?”

We Have Many Signs of a Confused Culture
● Put up the Screen Shot of APPLE emoji for Trans that was given in iOS update in

fall of 2020
● Doctors are performing “Gender Affirming Care” on kids - mutilating them! Put up

the screenshot of the DR quote.

● Christians have been obligated and pressured to first accept, then affirm & now
celebrate what the Bible calls sin and evil.
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○ Reiterate what was said prior “An attack on gender is an attack on the Creator of
mankind. He and He alone is God and He decided to make only two genders. Etc

Wheat And Tares
If you know me, you know that I LOVE unity and can't stand it when Christian leaders
call out by name those they think are heretics when the issue they're arguing is very
gray and a matter of preference or interpretation.
THIS IS NOT THE CASE
Andy Stanely of North Point in Georgia is hosting the Unconditional Conference “for
parents of LGBTQ+ children and for ministry leaders looking to discover ways to support
parents and LGBTQ+ children in their churches.”

Stanley will be speaking alongside:
Justin Lee, professing Christian, "married" to another man.
Brian Nietzel, professing Christian, "married" to another man.
David Gushee, prominent Christian theologian who argues the orthodox Christian
church (and Bible) is wrong on the issue of same-sex relationships.
Greg and Linda McDonald, parents of an "LGBTQ child" who promote the heretical
Matthew Vines book, "God and the Gay Christian: The Biblical Case in Support of
Same-Sex Relationships."

Romans 1:26-27 makes it clear what God thinks about same-sex and transgender
choices alongside many other scriptures.
Christians have been obligated and pressured to first accept, then affirm & now
celebrate what the Bible calls sin and evil.

“An attack on gender is an attack on the Creator of mankind. He and He alone is God
and He decided to make only two genders.
Sin only grows when unreported of. Notice how the sin has escalated and how quickly
in recent years.

● Canada Now has adults getting naked in front of children to teach them to
accept their body (by staring at others!?!) This is federal crime - the
disimenation of pornogrpahy to minors

● Netflix - Cuties endorsed minors engaging in sexual activity ...

● Women Unprotected From Naked Men
NCAA not only allowed but encouraged “Lia Thomas” a biological male to
use the women’s locker room, getting naked and changing in front of the
womens’ swim team. Multiple women swimmers complained and were told
to be silent and warned they’d be punished if they spoke up and didn’t
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“accept” him/her. We’re seeing a complete ignorance in our culture - a
willful refusal to accept reality as it is and instead affirm someone’s
delusion all in the name of “love” or “acceptance”

● YMCA - A transgender man used the womens locker room undressing
and exposing himself to all the ladies. A woman ran to the front desk to
complain and insist he be removed. Instead, the YMCA staff chose to
reprimand her instead of the delusional man standing naked in the locker
room. YMCA core leaders stood by the staffer’s decision and ensured the
scared woman never returns to the YMCA again. This endangers women!

● Don’t believe me how fast this is escalating? Men in prison are identifing
as transgender women so that they can get transferred to a women's
prison and it’s working! What happens? You guessed it. The women are
being raped by the trans man that was sent there. Imagine that insanity.
Look it up. It’s happening in prisons across America.

● Where are the advocates for women in all of these situations?! Where are
all the groups who tout themselves to be the advocates for women’s rights
and women’s safety?

There are a handful of arguments that are usually presented by people, even Christians
proposing that we should just all accept this as our new normal. Here are those myths.

Myths Debunked
● MYTH #1 Time / We’re now more enlightened. “We know more about
homosexuality
now then we did back then.”
○ TRUTH: Are we willing to say then that God knew less about homosexuality then than
He does now? Either you accept His Word as inerrant because it is perfect or you don’t.
● MYTH #2 “You can be anything you want to be.”
○ TRUTH: You can be everything God wants you to be - nothing more, nothing less. You
can’t change genders because you feel like it. Gender is not fluid or a feeling; it is
designed by God and given at birth - conception actually. Your body parts reveal your
gender. Satan takes a good statement meant to be an encouraging line and twists it.
● MYTH #3 Rebranding something removes it’s harm. It’s Gender Affirming Care:
“All trans kids deserve gender affirming care”

● TRUTH: Renaming something doesn’t remove it’s actual reality. Cutting the
breasts off a teen girl is mutilation, torture and abuse performed only by
psychopaths, dellusionial in their own pride and narcisim that they know better
than the parents and IM-mature child.
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● MYTH #4 But many are “born this way”
● Social Construct or Natural “Born This Way” Inclinations Is someone simply born

with this dysphoria? Some argue that.
● TRUTH: Liberal states have a staggering percentage higher of trans and LBGTQ

youth and adults. Why? The culture they are in is consistently affirming and
celebrating it. It’s a ‘product of environment’ choice. No different than if I grew up
in a town and everyone in my community spoke spanish - I then would speak
Spanish. It’s a social construct. IOW It’s being TAUGHT. It’s not “natural” ‘Born
this way’

● MYTH #5 Love Affirms Everything & Everyone

○ TRUTH: Love tells the truth and prevents people from danger. Love accepts them
into their world as friends but loves them enough to point out thoughts or behaviors that
are harmful. This is at the core of Satan’s lie. Satan comes “as an angle of light’
Scripture says. He deceives; he doesn’t flat out lie most often. He takes something that
sounds true and “right” or “moral” or “kind” and twists it so that it works in his favor and
accomplishes his agenda.

● MYTH #6 If it isn’t hurting you, what’s the problem?

This argument goes like this … “If they’re happy, just leave them alone.”
Their choice to dress in opposite sex clothing and pridefully share thay
they have sex with people who have the same body parts by discussing it with children,
in media, at Library StoryTime hours, in parks, etc is forcing my children (America’s
children) to see pornographic, sexual content that up until 2022 was deemed illegal
federally because it's proven to cause psychological harm and simply bc it’s WRONG.

■ They’re choice to take their clothes off in front of a minor who is a female is
endangering my children and your children from seeing things they can’t unsee
at ages they can’t comprehend and process. Homosexuality pushed by YouTube
Kids algorithm and a myriad of other sources potentially removes the joy of them
being in a monogamous relationship with the opposite sex thereby inhibiting
them from the blessings of children.

● a) Protect my children from being forced to compete with bioligical males
who are proven stronger. Biggest benchpress amount for women is 500lbs
Biggest benchpress for men is 1050 lbs. TWICE. I’m not sure if you’ve
seen the video of a trans men knocking out female boxer but if you haven’t
you should … if your stomach can handle it. Where are the advocates for
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women’s safety in all these situations!?

● b) The second reasons I can’t just turn a blind eye in the name of “leave
them alone” is I have an obligation and God-given innate compulsion to
protect my children from danger. As a parent, I will protect my children
from being forced to see sexual content before they were destined by God
to see it. Unlike the depraved mayor in LA who was spanked by a
dragqueen in front of children recently. Satan wants the entirety of our
youth sexualized and only perverts welcome it. Sex is meant to be
enjoyed in the privacy of a bedroom between a man and a woman that
have come together in the covenant of marriage - it’s NOT a show to be
seen. As a parent, I won’t allow you to sexualize my children or do things
or read things inappropriate in their midst. If a male chooses to try to
deceive society by dressing “trans” and follows my daughters into the
women’s bathroom, I don’t care if he’s wearing a dress, he will come out
with some broken limbs. That’s called love - me protecting my daughters.
This happened in Target stores across America a few years ago and it will
happen more if society continues down this insane path.

● c) It IS my job to speak up because the Bible tells me to. The Biblically is
clear in it’s instruction to warn Christians who claim these issues are not a
grievance to God. Paul tells us that IS our role to warn believers who
engage in open rebellion to God yet claim to be “believers” or “in the faith”

We are in the last days Jesus warned about where the tares will be growing right
alongside the wheat. They will look like Christians, sound like Christians and label
themselves Christians yet will deny the explicit words and commands of God given in
His Word.
I personally believe the great deception of the end times is that affirming sin will be
called “love” but we know that love is only truly love when it is grounded in truth, and the
perfect depiction of love is God himself who is fully righteous, yet completely sacrificial.
He demonstrated this in the giving of his son Jesus. How many kids suffer from gender
dysphoria because of the lies they have heard in today’s culture we know that there are
only two genders, male and female, and God created an outline in the very first book of
the Bible. Marriage is between a man and a woman, and their union can reflect, as Paul
states, the union of Jesus and his bride.

■ MYTH #7 A loving parent lets the children decide.

We don’t make this argument for any other situation - minors choosing.
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● Minors who think it’d be fun to ride their tricycle down highway
The adults make the choice for the child that it is NOT safe and
protect the child from the danger they don’t understand

● We don’t allow someone who has an imaginary friend to book 2
flights on an airplane. We’d call them mentally ill and ask them to book
one flight or to leave and stop asking for another seat. When someone is
mentally ill, we don’t celebrate their illness; we have compassion on them
and love them enough to tell them the truth and if we see it’s not sinking
in, we help them best we can in safe environments but we do NOT adapt
our lives around the delusion of the mentally ill person. We do not “affirm
their reality” There is reality and there is delusion. There is biological sex
and physical anatomy indicating one’s gender.

● If someone decides to have sex with another human that’s the same
gender as them, that is their decision and they can do whatever they want
in the privacy of their bedroom. God will judge them one day - I’m praying
they repent and ask Jesus to forgive them which He would! - but
nonetheless - I can’t stop nor will I try to stop two grown adult sinners from
sinning. Paul says in Colossians “You’d have to leave the world to do that.”
(to stop sinners from sinning) I am however willing to speak up to ...

The question the world is asking the church on this subject of homosexuality is this:
Why do Christians get so passionate or dogmatic about homosexuality? Why do
you seem to hate the homosexuals?
Let me first say We don’t hate the homosexual. We love the person and want to see
them changed by the love and truth found in God’s Word just like we were.
I do however want to apologize for the way some Christians have acted regarding this
subject. Since Gay Marriage was legalized in our Supreme Court, we have seen a
number of Christians and Ministers speak so condescendingly about people are gay or
lesbian or even transgender. We need to treat people who are confused with
compassion and love but never affirm their sin and rebellion. We welcome the drunkard
but we don’t hand out alcohol. We welcome the thief but we don’t open the safe. We
welcome the LGBTQ person but we don’t affirm their sin.
Why the disdain for homosexual approval/acceptance?We believe sexuality is sacred
because it’s given by God to populate the earth, multiplying His image on the
earth, glorifying His name in the context of marriage as it celebrates His design.

While the opposite is true: We believe that homosexuality tells God “Your design is
flawed.” That view of course offends us. Why? Because we love God and worship Him
as our Creator.
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Marriage between a man and woman celebrates
the design of God given to us in Genesis.

We feel that God’s Word is so clear about His creation of man and woman and that the
two become one not just to compliment and care for one another but also to provide a
way for multiplication. Keep in mind that when He created man and woman, He
created them in His image so when children are born they are continuing the image of
God and even the command of God “to multiply and fill the earth.” So this is powerful
and meaningful stuff to us Christians.

Again think about what we said last week - God put man on the earth and the command
was MULTIPLY - duplicating His image and what does Satan attack? Our sexuality and
our sexual idenity in order to STOP the mulitplication of God’s image! This is BEDROCK
foundation for you to understand when it comes to grasping the philosophical and
spiritual motives for the new sexual revoltuion we’re seeing our culture today.

We believe a man compliments a woman as a woman needs and a woman
compliments and helps a man in ways that a man needs.

Men and women ARE different no matter what some in our society may tell you. There
are inherent differences between male and female and when God created man and
woman to come together in marriage it was part of His amazing design and a way for us
to glorify Him. Note the stats I gave you last week - the number of trans boys who are
winning all the races, games, matches, due to their biological advantage. This is so
obvious that it’s remarkable we have to even say these things but the Prince the Air has
blinded so many from obvious truths. Apparently the more spiritually blind you become,
the more blind you become to the most basic of logical conclusions regarding fairness
and safety.

Marriage, the Bible tells us, actually is picture of Jesus and the church.
Marriage is spiritual.
This sacred institution called marriage is a beautiful picture, a metaphor or Jesus Christ
and how He serves and protects the church and the church honors Jesus. Jesus serves
us not because we ask Him to but because He is that kind and selfless and we in return
honor Him and respect Him.

We Christians are so thankful God made us and God forgave us that we want
each person to honor our Creator and our Savior by knowing God and honoring
His design.
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● Sin Only Grows
○ Canada Show Now has adults getting naked in front of children to teach them to

accept their body (by staring at others!?!) This is federal crime - the disimenation
of pornogrpahy to minors

○ Netflix - Cuties endorsed minors engaging in sexual activity …
○

● Women Unprotected From Naked Men
○ NCAA not only allowed by encouraging “Lia Thomas” to use the women's locker

room, getting naked and changing in front of the women's swim team. Multiple
women swimmers complained and were told to be silent and warned they’d be
punished if they spoke up and didn’t “accept” him/her

○ YMCA - A transgender man used the women's locker room undressing and
exposing himself to all the ladies. A woman ran to the front desk to complain and
insist he be removed. Instead, the YMCA staff chose to reprimand her instead of
the delusional man standing naked in the locker room. YMCA core leaders stood
by the staffer’s decision and ensured the scared woman never returns to the
YMCA again. This endangers women!

○ Men in prison are identifying as transgender women so that they can get
transferred to a women's prison and it’s working! What happens? You guessed it.
The women are being raped by the trans man that was sent there. Imagine that!

WEEK 2
RECAP
Myths Debunked

5 Myths Debunked
● MYTH 1. Time / We’re now more enlightened. “We know more about

homosexuality now than we did back then.”
○ TRUTH: Are we willing to say then that God knew less about homosexuality then

than He does now? Either you accept His Word as inerrant because it is perfect
or you don’t.

● MYTH 2. Deceit/Lie: “You can be anything you want to be.”
○ TRUTH: You can be everything God wants you to be - nothing more, nothing

less. You can’t change genders because you feel like it. Gender is not fluid or a
feeling; it is designed by God and given at birth - conception actually. Your body
parts reveal your gender. Satan takes a good statement meant to be an
encouraging line and twists it.
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● MYTH 3. Gender Affirming Care: “All trans kids deserve gender affirming
care”

○ TRUTH: Renaming something doesn’t remove it’s actual reality. Cutting the
breasts off a teen girl is mutilation, torture and abuse performed only by
psychopaths, dellusionial in their own pride and narcisim that they know better
than the parents and IM-mature child.

● MYTH 4. Social Construct or Natural “Born This Way” Inclinations
○ Is someone simply born with this dysphoria? Some argue that.
○ TRUTH: Liberal states have a staggering percentage higher of trans and LBGTQ

youth and adults. Why? The culture they are in is consistently affirming and
celebrating it. It’s a ‘product of environment’ choice. No different than if I grew up
in a town and everyone in my community spoke Spanish - I would then speak
spanish. It’s a social construct. IOW It’s being TAUGHT. It’s not “natural” ‘Born
this way’ NOTICE the TREND upward as society has pushed this on our children
via social media, movies and other ways.

● MYTH 5. Love Affirms Everything & Everyone
○ TRUTH: Love tells the truth and prevents people from danger.
○ This is where we’ll spend a little more time than all the other myths because it is

at the core of Satan’s lie. Satan comes “as an angle of light’ Scripture says. He
deceives; he doesn’t flat out lie most often. He takes something that sounds true
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and “right” or “moral” or “kind” and twists it so that it works in his favor and
accomplishes his agenda.

○ “If they’re happy, just leave them alone.”
■ Their choice to dress in opposite sex clothing and pridefully share thay

they have sex with people who have the same body parts by discussing it
with children, in media, at Library StoryTime hours, in parks, etc is forcing
my children (America’s children) to see pornographic, sexual content that
up until 2022 was deemed illegal federally because it's proven to cause
psychological harm and simply bc it’s WRONG.

■ They’re choice to take their clothes off in front of a minor who is a female
is endangering my children and your children from seeing things they
can’t unsee at ages they can’t comprehend and process

■ We don’t make this argument for any other situation
● Minors who think it’d be fun to ride their tricycle down highway

The adults make the choice for the child that it is NOT safe and
protect the child from the danger they don’t understand

● We don’t allow someone who has an imaginary friend to book 2
flights on an airplane. We’d call them mentally ill and ask them to
book one flight or to leave and stop asking for another seat. When
someone is mentally ill, we don’t celebrate their illness; we love
them enough to tell them the truth and if we see it’s not sinking in,
we help them best we can in safe environments but we do NOT
adapt our lives around the delusion of the mentally ill person.

● If someone decides to have sex with another human that’s the
same gender as them, that is their decision and they can do
whatever they want in the privacy of their bedroom. God will judge
them one day - I’m praying they repent and ask Jesus to forgive
them which He would! - but nonetheless - I can’t stop nor will I try
to stop two grown adult sinners from sinning. Paul says in
Colossians “You’d have to leave the world to do that.” (to stop
sinners from sinning) I am however willing to speak up to …

○ a) Protect my children from being forced to compete with
bioligical males who are proven stronger. Biggest bench
press amount for women is 500lbs Biggest bench press
for men is 1050 lbs. TWICE. (play video of trans men
knocking out female boxer)

○ b) Protect my children from being forced to see sexual
content before they were destined by God to see it. Sex is
meant to be enjoyed in the privacy of a bedroom between
a man and a woman that have come together in the
covenant of marriage - it’s NOT a show to be seen.

○ c) Warn Christians who claim these issues are not a
grievance to God. Paul tells us that IS our role to warn
believers against embracing something that is sinful and
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especially something abhorrent. The reason we call
“sodomy” “sodomy” is because of what God did to Sodom
and Gomorah when they refused to repent and stop having
sexual relations - men with men, women with women. God
takes sexuality very seriously.

○ Jeremiah 16:17-21 KJV gives us a sobering fear of the Lord which the Bible calls
the beginning of wisdom. As we read this let the fear of the Lord enter your heart
and let it remain there.

○ For mine eyes are upon all their ways: they are not hidden from my face, neither
is their iniquity hidden from mine eyes. [18] And first I will recompense their
iniquity and their sin double; because they have defiled my land, they have filled
mine inheritance with the carcass of their detestable and abominable things. [19]
O Lord, my strength, and my fortress, and my refuge in the day of affliction, the
Gentiles shall come unto thee from the ends of the earth, and shall say, Surely
our fathers have inherited lies, vanity, and things wherein there is no profit. [20]
Shall a man make gods unto himself, and they are no gods? [21] Therefore,
behold, I will this once cause them to know, I will cause them to know mine hand
and my might; and they shall know that my name is The Lord.

Remember, Satan aims to STEAL KILL and DESTROY the abundant life
God wants you to experience according to John 10:9-10

Signs of a Confused Culture

We’re going to continue the signs of a confused culture where we left.

● Re-Vocabulary of Torture to Children
○
○
○ Article dated April 23, 2023
○ A 2016 medical article documenting the tragic death of one of the participants in

the linchpin Dutch study upon which the entire child sex change experiment is
based indicates that puberty suppression was to blame for the young person’s
death.

○ The case is that of an 18-year-old trans-identified male whose puberty was
blocked by the Dutch researchers at a very early stage, meaning there wasn’t
enough penile tissue for surgeons to use to create a “neo-vagina.” Therefore, a
more risky procedure using a section of the patient’s bowel was necessary, which
resulted in fatal necrotizing fasciitis.
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The manuscript, by Negenborn et al., begins by saying that the “absence of a functional vagina
has a negative effect on the (sexual) quality of life of (transgender) women” and explains that
multiple surgical procedures have been described for vaginal “reconstruction” in these patients.
The patient is described as being a “healthy” 18-year-old for whom standard vaginoplasty
surgery was “not feasible” due to having undeveloped genitals as a result of early puberty
suppression.

>>
“Transgender women with early-onset gender dysphoria, treated with puberty suppressing
hormones, report fewer behavioral and emotional problems and an improvement of general
functioning,” readers are assured at this point.

What can happen with all this experimentation? When Doctors try to play God? Here’s what:
Major complications began within 24 hours of surgery, and necrotising fasciitis was
confirmed in the days that followed. Despite large doses of intravenous antibiotics and
“repeated surgical debridement,” the previously healthy patient went into multiple organ
failure and died.

Fox News, Fox 11 reported last month from Riverside HS:
A Transgender student at a High School in Riverside, California has assaulted a girl after
exposing his genitals and spitting at girls in the girls locker room.
According to a student witness, the transgender boy entered the girls locker room and after
being confronted for being in there, spat at a group of girls and exposed his penis to them.

“He spit on my friends who are girls, females. He shows his genitals in the locker room."
A fight then ensued outside between one of the female victims and the Transgender boy.
The Trans student has now been removed from Riverside’s Martin Luther King High School.
Source: KTLA / Fox 11

WHO IS SATAN and WHAT DOES HE WANT?

What are we dealing with here?

Many people lose the battle against their enemy Satan, simply because they do not
understand who he is and what he wants. Imagine if you were enlisted to go to battle
against an enemy that you did not understand. It would be exhausting and frustrating.
Unfortunately, that’s how many people even believers feel frustrated and exhausted simply
because they don’t know who it is they are facing.
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The battle we’re in is real. Too many Christians don’t realize it but there’s a battle for your
life, a struggle between good and evil, God and the devil. So who is “the devil” and where
did he come from?
Satan is an imposter an intruder, and he is completely inferior. If you will just remember
these three things, it will set you free from his lies that hold you in bondage.
Satan was an imposter, and that he wanted to be worshiped. The Bible says….
Satan was ….
Satan is a thief.
Satan is a lier.
Jesus said …
“He was a murderer from the beginning, and does not stand in the truth, because there is
no truth in him. Whenever he speaks a lie, he speaks from his own nature; for he is a liar,
and the father of lies.” JOHN 8:44

Satan wants to be God.
Satan wants to be worshipped. Even though God designed him for worship music to flow
through him, he wanted worship to flow to him. All worship leaders, pay attention to this,
please. You are on a slippery slope when you start to want to be worshiped instead of
simply wanting Jesus to be worshiped. I know guys who have stepped away from the stage
for a while because their heart became contaminated with pride. They couldn’t stop the
thoughts of wanting to be seen, praised, adored for their musical talents. So in humility, they
stepped away for a season. Friend, it’s better to own it and admit your need for a break than
to continue on and make the “worship” section more about you than about Jesus. Guard
your heart for out of it flows the wellspring of life.” PS (REFERENCE)
Satan wants to be worshiped. He wants allegiance.

He is a liar and deceiver.
And the great dragon was thrown down, the serpent of old who is called the devil and
Satan, who deceives the whole world. REVELATION 12:9
But I am afraid that, as the serpent deceived Eve by his craftiness, your minds will be led
astray from the simplicity and purity of devotion to Christ. 2 CORINTHIANS 11:3

Satan is a loser.
Satan has lost. You have won solely because Christ has won!
Scripture declares Jesus victory over the one who rebelled against Him.
“When He had disarmed the rulers and authorities [Satanic powers], He made a public

display of them, having triumphed over them through Him [Christ].” Colossians 2:15

Now judgment is upon this world; now the ruler of this world shall be cast out. John
12:31
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“And they overcame him (Satan] because of the blood of the Lamb and because of the
word of their testimony, and they did not love their life even when faced with
death.”Revelation 12:11

Do you see that Satan is defeated and it’s a done deal? When you do, you are much
more prepared to rejoice in Jesus victory and not fall prey to satan’s schemes. The
power is in the knowing of two things: first, Jesus victory and second, satans schemes.

WHAT DOES THE BIBLE SAY about sexual imorality? And does it say anything about
homosexuality?

1 COR 6:9-20 Or do you not know that wrongdoers will not inherit the kingdom of God?
Do not be deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor men
who have sex with men[a] 10 nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards nor slanderers nor
swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God. 11 And that is what some of you were. But
you were washed, you were sanctified, you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus
Christ and by the Spirit of our God.

Sexual Immorality

12 “I have the right to do anything,” you say—but not everything is beneficial.“I have the
right to do anything”—but I will not be mastered by anything.13 You say, “Food for the
stomach and the stomach for food, and God will destroy them both.” The body, however,
is not meant for sexual immorality but for the Lord, and the Lord for the body. 14 By his
power God raised the Lord from the dead, and he will raise us also. 15 Do you not know
that your bodies are members of Christ himself? Shall I then take the members of Christ
and unite them with a prostitute? Never! 16 Do you not know that he who unites himself
with a prostitute is one with her in body? For it is said, “The two will become one flesh.”[b]
17 But whoever is united with the Lord is one with him in spirit.[c]

18 Flee from sexual immorality. All other sins a person commits are outside the body,
but whoever sins sexually, sins against their own body. 19 Do you not know that your
bodies are temples of the Holy Spirit, who is in you, whom you have received from God?
You are not your own; 20 you were bought at a price. Therefore honor God with your
bodies.

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1%20Corinthians%206&version=NIV#fen-NIV-28477a
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1%20Corinthians%206&version=NIV#fen-NIV-28484b
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1%20Corinthians%206&version=NIV#fen-NIV-28485c
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STORY: TRANSformation Author - Video?

Satan is an Intruder
Satan tells you that you can change who you are sexualy. He is telling youth that

Satan tells you that gender is fluid and that maybe the Dr didn’t “assign” you the
correct gender at birth. Even though we know the Dr knew your gender the second he
or she saw your body parts indicating male or female.

He tells you these lies to STOP YOU FROM BEARING GOD’S IMAGE on the earth.
Every time you bear God’s image by revealing His love and kindness, grace and power
to people, it brings glory to God. Satan hates that!

Bullet Points To Remember when it comes to
TRANSgenderism and what the Bible says or implies:

○ Men and women are different
○ God made two genders (only 2)
○ Each complete the other
○ When we assume there’s is more we’re putting ourselves in the same category as

God (idol worhsip of created image)
○ Women and Men are create equal. Equal in value. Different in role.
○ Women are vulnerable and they’re need protected by men
○ Men enjoy being the hero - the protector. Don’t belve me? Why is every marvel

movie still no. 1? Why is Rocky still no. 1? Men are wired by God to protect and
be the hero, defeating the bad guy in order to save the weaker ones. GOD made
men like this. Satan wants to blur the lines and distort men’s role and identity.

Consider Watching:Watch this:
https://fb.watch/jYolS90RFH/?mibextid=unz460

○ Acts 20:27 USE RHIS VERSE
○ People often say the following “we know more about homosexuality now then we

knew then” but are replay willing to say then that Hod knew less about

https://fb.watch/jYolS90RFH/?mibextid=unz460
https://fb.watch/jYolS90RFH/?mibextid=unz460
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homosexuality then than He does now? Either you accept His word is inerrant bc
He is perfect or you don’t.

To this point, Christians have enjoyed, for the most part, marginal acceptance by society
due to legal protections, but if things continue at their current rate, this time will soon be
over. Full participation in the workplace and in wider society will require complete
submission to whatever are the prevailing ideals of the moral revolution and the proposed
reset of all creation norms.

While our freedoms still remain, we have already witnessed in the church a growing
temptation to compromise on biblical anthropology and sexual ethics.
Many of the ideologies of the culture have already found a place in many quarters of the
Christian church in an attempt toward cultural acceptance. Movements such as
Side B Christianity have attempted to forge a middle way by adopting an identity in
unnatural desire, such as being a gay Chris-tian, so long as the desires are not carried out.
I suspect that in the coming years, especially as freedoms wane, we will witness a much
wider acceptance of sexual perversions as permissible "Christian" behavior, championed
in the name of love.

A WAY FORWARD
There have been many helpful assessments explaining the problem, but Christians are left
feeling that we have little direction in how to handle a worldwide movement that is
completely incompatible with the Christian faith. The most important question for
Christians at this moment is how to remain faithful to Scripture on these issues without
compromising the faith once for all delivered to the saints.
The Christian church must demonstrate the fearlessness of Daniel, who prayed three
times daily when he was commanded to be silent. We must hear the call that God gave to
Joshua: "Be strong and courageous. Do not be frightened, and do not be dismayed, for the
LoRD your God is with you wherever you go" (Josh. I:g). Most importantly, Christians
should follow their Lord, who demonstrated unwavering commitment to tell people the
truth in the promotion of righteousness, even as the cross loomed in the background as a
consequence. Remember, our commitment to follow Christ has always come with the
promise of the world's hatred (John 15:18).

WHAT IS TRUTH?
Is Truth subjective or objective? Is sexuality a spectrum or objective and binary?
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The timeless question that Pilate asked Jesus, "What is truth?" (John 18:38), is of
supreme importance. Christians who are truly committed to following Jesus Christ
remain duty bound to answer any challeng to their faith by holding without compromise
… and Christians are called to be truth-tellers, and our situation requires telling people
the truth about creation, anthropology, and the goodness of God's created order.
Truth telling in our generation will be needed at the most basic points of departure from
God's creative handiwork, even to the point of preferred pronouns. Some have argued
that answering a man or a woman with his or her preferred pronoun is a vocabulary
choice.

After Obergefelland Bostock codified these ideologies into law, however, it is clear that
we are being called to serve an idolatry of false personhood that is contrary to what God
requires of us inmaking us in His image.We cannot support this idolatry. God requires
that we love Him and our neighbor by affirming how He created us, as male or female.
Yes, this will require great wisdom in how we conduct ourselves before the world, but
telling the truth is at the heart of the Christian's purpose on this earth.

Further, Christians must be faithful in pursuing a holy sexuality as a crucial part of their
witness to the world. In our efforts to remain uncompromised in the face of moral
revolution, it would be wrong to be fixated on the bigger sins of the culture without
considering what brought us here to begin with.

God's holy standard of sexuality reaches far deeper into our lives than is often
appreciated. As the line of morality in the culture continues to be pushed further back, we
forget that the one commandment that addresses sexual immorality begins not with
homosexuality but with adultery. This means that for us to be uncompromised as
Christians in the face of these new challenges, we must first honor God’s standard of
sexuality in our own marriages. This also requires us to train up our children and sexual
purity, speaking to them about sexual preserve, perversions and pornography, and
premarital sex and be very clear about it.

So many of our kids are growing up, thinking it’s normal to flaunt their body on social
media and exploit their sexuality for attention. We must be teaching our daughters to
importance of modesty, and our sons, the importance of finding a righteous woman.
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IN HIS IMAGE VIDEO 1 - For about 25 Minutes

○


